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Artificial Intelligence – 2019 Charter
• The Artificial Intelligence (AI) work group is a continuation of the 2018 Computational Power 

Stress on the Network WG with a focus on artificial intelligence. 
• The work group is tasked with providing information on AI and the variety of roles it might 

play in communications networks and services. 
- Where is AI being deployed in networks today and how  will it develop?
- What benefits and risks does it provide in the broad communications space?
- Are there Commission rules or policies that are barriers to the introduction of AI?
- Where might the FCC introduce AI in its own systems and processes to enhance the efficiency and 

effectiveness of FCC missions? 

• Artificial intelligence is not new and has been around since the early 1960s.  However, many 
view it as a relatively new field that has very broad implications in the communications 
space. Old or new, the working group has flexibility to determine what might be of most 
interest and importance and where actionable recommendations might be most valuable to 
the Commission. 
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AI Applications currently employed by Major Carriers

• Customer Interactions e.g. chatbots
• Digital Customer Experience e.g. virtual agent
• Automated Sales Assistant

• Network Transformation e.g. SDN
• Next Gen Technologies e.g. Enterprise IoT

• Note:  AI is important as a technique or a tool to help achieve automation
in these two above areas and for anticipating and mitigating conditions that lead to disruptions.

• Network Performance and Management
• Predicative Maintenance

Customer Service

Network

Source: Company Websites



Execution Plan for Artificial Intelligence -WG
• Identify High impact applications for AI relative to FCC mission  

• Learn from the experts
- General Artificial Intelligence (AI)
o Invite experts to describe an overall view of AI in the industry, including impact to the industries themselves

- Network Automation and Architecture
o Include a deeper dive including Cloud/DC, edge processing, remote workers and the network impact

- FCC Application
o Understand how the FCC can optimize workflow and execution

• Desired Outcomes
- Provide education
o Understand the impact of AI on fundamental network architecture and the FCC mission

- Define continuance of mission for WG into 2020
- Develop Actionable Recommendations (examples below)
o How to use AI within the process of the FCC to make regulations more accessible 
o Identify where the current regulatory structure is called into question because of AI
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Societal  Applications
High Impact Areas of Study

Network Impact

Economic Impact

Societal Impact

Progress in Study since
Last TAC in June

Timeframe of 
These  Impacts



Strategy for the Artificial Intelligence Work Group
- The WG is focusing on four areas 

• AI Technologies for use by the FCC
• AI Technologies for Network use by Operators 

and Service Providers 
• AI Technologies for Important and Critical 

Applications
• AI Technologies – The Dark side of AI, the use of 

AI in an effort to cause detriment or harm 
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Use Case Description and Impact

1. Identification of 
Infractions

Improving Enforcement Processes via Automated use of sensors and 
information to detect, and identify. AI with geolocation can better detect the 
sources of interference and nefarious acts.

2. Detecting “jammers” Leverage AI to web crawl and detect jammer offerings. 

3. Robocalling prevention Augment current “stir/shaken” as needed with AI.  Provide policies to help 
operators work together efficiently, with AI as a possible tool.  

4a.

4b. 

Analyze various 
databases

Improve the DIRS 
Tracking Process

Monitoring FCC databases and the users that are served to better utilize 
information that’s generated.  Making items more accessible to the 
population and to 3rd party companies for the betterment of the network.   

Seek paths to improve the tracking of high impact outages and their 
restoration via AI. 

1. AI Technologies for use by the FCC



Use Case Description and Impact

5. Spectrum Management Need for the demand of tighter limits and more efficiency which will drive 
the use of AI to make the network better and faster.  

6. Complex rules and 
regulations

Ensure rules and regulations co-exist, do not conflict, and are as simply 
defined as possible.  

7.  Leveraging information 
from FCC Call Center 
Data including Direct 
Interference complaint 
lines

Using AI/ML to determine trends of interference from the complaint calls.  A 
database exists to document tower locations. The agency collects 
interference complaints and publishes information that can be analyzed by 
third parties to identify trends.  Example – this can help carriers understand 
the best locations for new base sites.  

1. AI Technologies for use by the FCC (cont.)



2. AI Technologies for the Network use by Operators and Service and 
Providers

Use Case Description and Impact

1. Support for Granular 
“Slicing” 

Balancing virtual resources applied to each slide.  This is very complicated for 
humans to do.  

2. Network and Service 
Management, security and 
privacy

Security and user experience.  Anomaly detection.  Secure the control plane and the 
user plane. Identification and mitigation of Jamming and Spoofing.  Maximizing 
throughput by E2E optimization of the service with best use of spectrum.  Ability to 
meet requirements for the applications to ensure SLAs (jitter, loss, latency)

3. Two-sided Markets  Gathering, analyzing, and disseminating information for matching investment  
options for infrastructure and content providers, net neutrality is an example. 
Broadband service is a two-sided market - the provider’s resources are demanded 
by 1)subscribers and 1)edge providers. FCC decision to allow broadband SPs to 
charge edge providers a fee for accessing their subscribers can enhance the 
efficiency of the broadband SP resources. ML can assist in promoting more efficient 
use of resources.  



2. AI Technologies for the Network use by Operators and Service and 
Providers (cont.)

Use Case Description and Impact

4. Interference Mitigation Use of AI and automated use of sensors to reduce Spectrum interference

5. Improved Customer 
Experience

Understanding the UE and location information in order to maximize their 
experience, such as beam forming, and maximize the throughput of the network.   



3. AI Technologies for Important and Critical Applications
Use Case Description and Impact

1. Autonomous and
Connected Vehicles

Consumer level, and services available from intelligent transportation systems such as “Lyft” 
and “Uber”

2. Healthcare Utilizing high resolution video is important.  Machine vision.  These are likeliest to have the 
biggest impact on the network by volume.  

3. Education Machine intelligence itself can drive up the use of the network.  

4. Law Enforcement and 
Emergency Response

AI machine vision, correlation, video, geolocation, safety and criticality.

5. Consumer services and retail Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a key element in the digitalization of in-store retail by 
personalizing the customer experience and creating a more engaged business-to-consumer 
interaction. For retail companies, AI creates an opportunity to bridge the gap between virtual 
and physical sales channels

6. Industrial Asset Management High resolution inspection of facilities, inventory control and optimization



4. AI Technologies – The Dark side of AI, the use of AI for harm

Use Case Description and Impact

1. Compromise security or 
privacy

Replay attacks.  DDoS, Jamming, spoofing, unlawful eavesdropping, etc

2. Use of spoofing in many 
ways

In Autonomous driving, someone could intentionally place an incorrect speed limit 
sign and “fool” the car.  

3. Facial recognition and bias May introduce discrimination against certain groups depending on the algorithm

4. Robocalling Monitor and select numbers of significants

5. Spearfishing Monitoring what is there to understand how to optimally provide malware for a 
specific individual

6. “Deepfakes”

7. DDOS attacks AI creates smarter and even brand new attack vectors that have not existed in the 
past.  Autonomation of the best way to find user vulnerabilities at large scale.

8.  Eavesdropping Advanced ways to extrapolate data to do even more prediction and intelligence 
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Sam Abuelsamid - Navigant Research and Forbes
- Biography:  Sam Abuelsamid is a principal research analyst leading Navigant Research’s Mobility research service as part of the Urban Innovations program. With a focus on 

automated driving, mobility services, telematics, connectivity, cybersecurity, and advanced propulsion systems, Abuelsamid works with clients to help them understand 
emerging technology trends and shape strategies.

Paul Tilghman - DARPA
- Biography: Mr. Paul Tilghman joined DARPA in December 2014 as a program manager in the Microsystems Technology Office. His research interests include intelligent and 

adaptive RF systems, digital signal processing, machine learning, wireless communications and electronic warfare.

Mr. Tilghman received a bachelor of science in computer engineering from the Rochester Institute of Technology and a master of science in electrical engineering from Drexel 
University.

Aaron Courville - MILA University of Montreal ( Works with Yoshua Bengio)
- Biography: Dr. Aaron Courville is a Canadian computer scientist and an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science and Operations Research at the University of 

Montréal, Montréal, Canada.

Aaron Courville earned his Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering in 1997 and Master of Science in Electrical Engineering in 1999 in the University of Toronto and his PhD 
in Computer Science at the Robotics Institute, School of Computer Science and Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition , Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA in 2005.

Eric Horvitz - Microsoft Research
- Eric Horvitz is a technical fellow at Microsoft, where he serves as director of Microsoft Research Labs, including research centers in Redmond, Washington, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, New York, New York, Montreal, Canada, Cambridge, UK, and Bangalore, India. He has pursued principles and applications of AI with contributions in machine 
learning, perception, natural language understanding, and decision making. His research centers on challenges with uses of AI amidst the complexities of the open world, 
including uses of probabilistic and decision-theoretic representations for reasoning and action, models of bounded rationality, and human-AI complementarity and 
coordination.

Upcoming Speakers



Thank You
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Artificial Intelligence and the Various Components
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Stakeholder Priority Topics

• Study the spectrum issues for UAS
- Including C2, payload, identification, monitoring, collision avoidance

• Address the following specific questions:
- What frequency bands are available today, and are they sufficient?
o Consider payload needs as part of this

- Which UAS activities can be carried out using existing systems or services (CMRS, Land-mobile, Satellite, Aviation, 
GNSS, etc.)?

- What are the trade-offs for the various alternative frequency bands?
- To what extent has loss of communications been a major contributor to loss of UAV?
- What are the issues of harmful interference to systems on the ground?
- What new requirements and roles for radar arise from UAS?
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Stakeholder Priority Topics (continued)

• Specific questions (continued):
- What is an appropriate FCC requirement for station ID in UAS transmissions?
- What is an appropriate FCC requirement for radio certification?
- What testing facilities are available to evaluate these concepts?

• Make recommendations including:
- What taxonomy should the FCC use in its regulatory approach?
- What should the FCC study or do to meet the various spectrum needs for UAS?
o Considering the need to make efficient use of the spectrum
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Systems Analysis: 
WiFi and Bluetooth for UAS Operations

Project Lead:           Stephen Hayes, Ericsson
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Continuation of technology studies performed in 2018

• Note: Composite ratings for WiFi and Bluetooth not yet completed

Zone requirements 3GPP WiFi BT Satellite Custom 
unlicensed ADS-B DSRC

Normal C2 Required all Zones ✔ ? ?

Backup C2 Depends on automation 
level ✔ ? ?

Payload Depends on application ✔ ? ?

Separation 
Assurance

Required except for 
below 400’ LOS Zone ✔ ? ?

Broadcast ID Required except for 
below 400’ LOS Zone

✔ ? ?

Networked 
Tracking

Required except for 
below 400’ LOS Zone ✔ ? ?

NOT YET EVALUATED0
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Systems Evaluation Process
• Conduct a qualitative evaluation of which systems/standards are suited to different categories of UAS

- This is NOT an endorsement for a particular system
- Must focus in order to conduct further analysis

• Characteristics of each will be further evaluated in the expected scenarios
- Availability/Reliability
- Capacity
- Coverage
- Security
- Integration (systems that fulfil multiple roles are preferable)
- Latency
- Deployment issues
- Cost

• In this analysis, the impact of some safety related issues such as size of the UAV, 
air traffic zone, etc. were  not investigated. These were deemed not to be strictly radio related.
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Zone Model

400 feet above ground level

Possibly max 
400 ft (TBD)

BELOW 400 FEET, 
NEARBY/LINE OF SIGHT

ABOVE 400 FEET *

BELOW 400 FEET, 
REMOTE/BEYOND 
VISUAL LINE OF SIGHT

* Systems supporting these aircraft may also need to support low-altitude usage during takeoff and landing.
8



Wi-Fi Analysis

• Assume 802.11ac or 802.11ax
- Also referred to as Wi-Fi 5 & 6

• For carrier grade networks assume Vantage and Passport certified networks
- Vantage and Passport are WiFi Alliance certifications for managed networks intended to improve performance and 

security

• Assume 2.4GHz and 5GHz
- 6GHz Wi-Fi has not been analyzed 

• Assume the use of directional antennas by the operator (not on the UAV)

• Difficult to find quantitative analysis of Wi-Fi availability/reliability for drones

• No regulatory protection, interference protectios, or service guarantees (reliability etc.)
are offered in unlicensed or ISM frequency bands.  
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Wi-Fi Scenarios

10

WiFi enabled 
phone app

Dedicated controller with video 
and extended range antennas

Carrier grade Wi-Fi network (e.g. 
Vantage or Passport certified)

Limited range and commercial 
uses (primarily a toy)

Some commercial uses but 
BVLOS range limited to 10km

More capable. Not currently 
deployed extensively outdoors

Analyzed



WiFi – Normal C2

11

• Range
- Wi-Fi typically limited to about 10km even with range extending antenna
- Longer range antennas require pointing the antenna at the drone (can be automated)
- 2.4 GHz often used for increased range

• Throughput and latency meet requirements

Standalone

• Range severely reduced in urban areas 
(unlicensed interference)

• Does not provide different QoS levels

• WiFi is an access technology and does not by 
itself provide network connectivity

Networked

• Improved congestion handling, but cannot be 
eliminated since unlicensed band

• Provides different QoS levels for higher reliability 
at reduced bandwidth

• AP handovers typically <40ms

• Network connectivity included



WiFi Technology – Characteristics Evaluation for Normal C2
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Characteristics Evaluation Description

Availability/
Reliability

✔[✔✔] Vantage networks and 802.11ax improvements help with congestion, but inadequate for safety 
required for commercial usage in congested urban environments.  [In rural environments or where the 
environment can be controlled (e.g., construction site) it may be adequate]

Capacity ✔✔✔

Coverage ✔[✔] For standalone scenarios, typically only near the operator.  In urban areas, reliable coverage area may 
be small. [Networked solutions can cover a larger area, but require new buildout.]

Security ✔[✔] [Vantage networks are more secure than standalone Wi-Fi usage, however, WPA3 not widely deployed 
yet.]

Integration ✔[✔✔] For standalone scenarios, network connectivity must be provided separately. [In managed networks, 
internet connectivity provided]

Latency ✔✔✔

Deployment 
issues

✔[✔✔] Networked Wi-Fi is not widely deployed outdoors today and would require build out.  [For standalone, 
no infrastructure is required except for internet link]

Cost ✔✔✔



Bluetooth Analysis

• Assume versions 4 or 5

• Assume 2.4 GHz

• Assume integrated antenna
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Bluetooth Scenarios

14

Bluetooth enabled 
phone app

Bluetooth Mesh Network

Limited range and commercial 
uses (primarily a toy)

Analyzed

Can provide wider coverage than standalone BT as well as 
network connectivity. Not currently deployed extensively. 
Unclear whether any large-scale networks exist.



Bluetooth Analysis

• Since unlicensed band, has many of the same characteristics as WiFi except:
- Lower range
- Lower capacity
- Less coverage
- Higher latency
- Less secure

15



RF Analysis Tools and Methods

Project Lead:           Reza Arefi, Intel
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Scope

• Appropriate analytic tools need to be identified or created for effective policy making regarding UAS 
spectrum capacity and requirements
- Consider both aviation and non aviation bands (including terrestrial mobile and unlicensed)
- Consider both air to ground and ground to air links

• Key topics for investigation include the following.
- Link, coverage, capacity, in-band and out-of-band interference analysis
- Predictability for reliable C2
- Impact of filters and antennas including beamforming - considering both technology and market developments
- Impact of operation at different altitudes

17
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Current Aeronautical Operation Restrictions for Selected Bands
Lower Upper Lower Upper
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

Cellular / 
ESMR

817 849 862 894 FS, MS (land mobile) allocation, rules, 
assigned, operational

restricted

AWS 1670 1675 n/a n/a FS, MS allocation, rules, 
assigned

restricted

AWS 1695 1710 1995 2020
Federal Met-Sat in 

lower.
FS, MSS in upper.

allocation, rules, 
assigned, operational restricted

WCS 2305 2320 2345 2360 FS, MS, BSS, RLS allocation, rules, 
assigned, operational

Partially restricted

MSS/ATC 2484 2495 n/a n/a RDSS, FS allocation, rules, 
assigned(?)

restricted

BRS 2496 2690 n/a n/a FS
allocation, rules, 

assigned, operational restricted

CBRS 3550 3700 n/a n/a FS, MS, FSS allocation, rules restricted

Frontiers 37000 40000 n/a n/a FS, FSS, MS
allocation, rules, 
partially assigned

Partially restricted (37-38 
GHz)

U-NII-3 5470 5850 n/a n/a RLS, MRNS, Met allocation, rules, 
operational

unspecified (US), 
restricted (ITU)

WiGig 57000 71000 n/a n/a
FS, FSS, MS, SRS, ISS, 

EESS, RLS, RNSS
allocation, rules, 

operational
unspecified (restricted in 

64-66 GHz)

UNII-5 to 8 5925 7125 n/a n/a FS, FSS, MS TBD restricted

Band

Licensed Spectrum

Unlicensed Spectrum

Under consideration

RegulationsIncumbent Services Aeronautical operation

• Table from 2018 analysis of various 
mobile bands
- This is not a complete list of all bands that 

should be analyzed

• “MOBILE, Except aeronautical 
mobile” allocations are mainly due 
to 
- Co-primary Aeronautical or Space 

Services in the band, or in adjacent bands
- Sensitive federal systems, e.g. radars
- Same-area use by FS, especially if used by 

public safety and/or utilities

• Variety of cases 



• Considerations for each band could be different
- Extent of the use of each band by co-primary services varies
- Operation of existing co-primary services could be limited to specific geographical areas, e.g. certain ground 

radar stations, satellite earth stations, FS point-to-point links
- Incumbents’ applicable coordination mechanisms could vary 
- Adjacent allocations vary

• Approach for TAC study
- Prepare general guidelines on a quantitative analysis that can apply to multiple bands, apply to a sample band
- Topics to be considered, among others:
o propagation environment
o directionality of UAV emissions
o aggregate effects
o nature of interference risk, particularly to space stations and ground radars

19
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• Analytic tools need to be used to perform the following:
- Assessing capacity and system design requirements and their regulatory impacts
o Traditional cell planning tools – support for aerial stations?
o Use of appropriate propagation models
o Link budget – to obtain basic system parameters
o Traffic models – to obtain activity factors and network loading
o Capacity/interference metrics (e.g. outage)

- Assessing sharing and compatibility and their regulatory impacts
o Measurements and monitoring data
o Theoretical studies as one method in assessing coexistence of wireless systems

• Need realistic assumptions to provide meaningful results; deterministic, statistical – pros and cons; 
interference protection metrics; aggregate effects

• Theoretical sharing and compatibility studies need to consider UAVs as part of a 
system/network with proper design parameters 

20
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• Refine and expand list of bands, collect additional info on incumbent systems, as much as 
time allows

• Expand methodology for a sample band with aeronautical prohibition
- Consider likely UAV deployment scenarios, operational environments, and system parameters
- List incumbent systems and their characteristics (system, geography, etc.)
- Consider a study methodology
- Determine necessary study elements including propagation models and parameters  

• High-level analysis on impact of mitigation techniques and their applicability

21
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Use of Aviation Spectrum for SUAS

Project Leads:           Joseph Cramer, Boeing
Scott Kotler, Lockheed Martin
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Interpretation of “Spectrum designated for aviation use”

• Consider spectrum that supports communications related to the safe operation of or telemetry 
to/from aircraft.   
- Regulated under Part 87 and Part 25
- AM(R)S – Aeronautical mobile (route) service intended for communications, including those related to flight 

coordination, primarily outside national or international civil air routes
- ARNS – Aeronautical radionavigation service - particularly radio altimeters, traffic alert and collision avoidance
- AMS(R)S – Aeronautical mobile satellite (route) service intended for communications where terrestrial 

communications are not available or reliable link via the ground cannot be achieved
- AMS – Aeronautical mobile service intended to provide telemetry data for flight testing purposes 

• Consider frequencies in the range 108 MHz – 5650 MHz 
- SUAS value the low cost and high integration of commercial RF components, available in this range
- Antenna requirements become challenging for SUAS below this frequency range
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Potential benefits from use of aviation bands by sUAS

THIS CONTENT IS TBD
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Potential barriers to use of aviation bands by sUAS

Barriers to using aviation spectrum vary by sUAS use and market segment.  Potential 
barriers for some uses and segments include:
• Operational Issues:  Using the same spectrum as civil aviation will likely require sUAS

platforms to comply with aviation safety standards and FAA technical standard orders 
related to each band.   

• Cost:  Aviation-grade avionics costs could overwhelm the total cost of the sUAS.  
• Weight and Size: Avionics available for operation in aviation spectrum could make sUAS

too heavy and impact sUAS form factor.  
• Congestion: Potential large volume of sUAS could place overwhelming demands

on aviation bands because aeronautical safety spectrum is already saturated.
• Protection: Spectrum used for flight testing has very stringent protection criteria.
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Next steps

• Refine analysis of benefits and barriers

• Assess impact of basis for access (unlicensed, shared, or exclusive) and context (inside or outside UTM)

• Assess applicability to different UAS uses and sizes
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Backup: Preliminary Analysis of WiFi
technology for UAS operations

Project Lead:           Stephen Hayes, Ericsson
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WiFi – Backup C2

• Same advantages/disadvantages as Normal C2

• Provides technology diversity to a separate primary communications system
- Technology diversity = Use of an alternate technology for backup improves robustness

• WiFi seems feasible as a backup technology only in networked mode
- It seems unlikely a new Managed Wi-Fi Network would be built out just to use as backup
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WiFi Technology – Characteristics Evaluation for Backup C2

29

Characteristics Evaluation Description

Availability/
Reliability

✔[✔✔] Vantage networks and 802.11ax improvements help with congestion, but inadequate for safety 
required for commercial usage in congested urban environments.  [In rural environments or where the 
environment can be controlled (e.g., construction site) it may be adequate]

Capacity ✔✔✔

Coverage ✔✔ Networked solutions can cover a larger area, but require new buildout.

Security ✔✔ Vantage networks are more secure than standalone Wi-Fi usage, however, WPA3 not widely deployed 
yet.

Integration ✔✔✔ In managed networks, internet connectivity provided

Latency ✔✔✔

Deployment 
issues

✔ Networked Wi-Fi is not widely deployed outdoors today and would require build out.

Cost ✔✔✔



WiFi – Payload

• Payload is considered a non-safety application

• Wi-Fi is well suited for transferring large volumes of data

• Often used in FPV (First Person Viewer) scenarios

• When used in FPV, the video stream must be reliable

• Similar restrictions as for C2 with respect to unlicensed interference
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WiFi Technology – Characteristics Evaluation for Payload
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Characteristics Evaluation Description

Availability/
Reliability

✔[✔✔] Vantage networks and 802.11ax improvements help with congestion, but inadequate for safety 
required for commercial usage in congested urban environments.  [In rural environments or where the 
environment can be controlled (e.g., construction site) it may be adequate]

Capacity ✔✔✔

Coverage ✔[✔] For standalone scenarios, typically only near the operator.  In urban areas, reliable coverage area may 
be small. [Networked solutions can cover a larger area, but require new buildout.]

Security ✔[✔] [Vantage networks are more secure than standalone Wi-Fi usage, however, WPA3 not widely deployed 
yet.]

Integration ✔[✔✔] For standalone scenarios, network connectivity must be provided separately. [In managed networks, 
internet connectivity provided]

Latency ✔✔✔

Deployment 
issues

✔[✔✔] Networked Wi-Fi is not widely deployed outdoors today and would require build out.  [For standalone, 
there are no infrastructure required (except for internet link)]

Cost ✔✔✔



WiFi – Separation Assurance

• Wi-Fi broadcasts may be used as part of cooperative (UAS-UAS) communication

• Wi-Fi must work with maximum expected closing speeds

• Due to potential for interference it is expected that Wi-Fi would only be used with sUAS that pose low risk

• For UTM based separation functions, the issues with network connectivity are the same as described previously
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WiFi Technology – Characteristics Evaluation for Separation Assurance
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Characteristics Evaluation Description

Availability/
Reliability

✔[✔✔] Vantage networks and 802.11ax improvements help with congestion, but inadequate for safety 
required for commercial usage in congested urban environments.  [In rural environments or where the 
environment can be controlled (e.g., construction site) it may be adequate]

Capacity ✔✔✔

Coverage ✔[✔] For standalone scenarios, typically only near the operator.  In urban areas, reliable coverage area may 
be small. [Networked solutions can cover a larger area, but require new buildout.]

Security ✔[✔] [Vantage networks are more secure than standalone Wi-Fi usage, however, WPA3 not widely deployed 
yet.].  

Integration ✔[✔✔] For standalone scenarios, network connectivity must be provided separately. [In managed networks, 
internet connectivity provided]

Latency ✔✔✔

Deployment 
issues

✔[✔✔] Networked Wi-Fi is not widely deployed outdoors today and would require build out.  [For standalone, 
there are no infrastructure required (except for internet link)]

Cost ✔✔✔



WiFi – Broadcast ID

34

• WiFi is one of the technologies defined in the proposed ASTM Remote ID standard

• WiFi has adequate bandwidth to carry certificates and encryption necessary to provide privacy and 
security for the remote ID information.

• WiFi broadcasts may be hard to detect in congested environments

• WiFi is widely available in handsets

UAS using Standalone WiFi

• Range severely reduced in urban areas 
(unlicensed interference)

UAS connected to Networked WiFi

• Handset receiving the Broadcast ID is likely not 
part of the Vantage Wi-Fi network

• Therefore, ability to receive Broadcast ID does 
not benefit from managed Wi-Fi



WiFi Technology – Characteristics Evaluation for Broadcast ID
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Characteristics Evaluation Description

Availability/
Reliability

✔[✔✔] Vantage networks and 802.11ax improvements help with congestion, but inadequate for safety 
required for commercial usage in congested urban environments.  [In rural environments or where the 
environment can be controlled (e.g., construction site) it may be adequate]

Capacity ✔✔✔

Coverage ✔✔✔ Broadcast likely covers area around drone

Security ✔✔ Managed network security improvements do not help since receiver likely not part of the managed 
network

Integration ✔✔✔ Already in handsets

Latency ✔✔✔

Deployment 
issues

✔✔✔ No deployment required.  Already in handsets

Cost ✔✔✔
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This year the Antenna Technology Working Group is continuing with two topics that 
were studied in 2018.
The Working Group made recommendations for action from the FCC on each of 
these topics: 
1. Incentivize the use of new improved antenna technologies.
2. Facilitate a multi-stakeholder group to create guidelines or industry best-

practices to improve the aesthetics of 5g/small cell deployments.

Antenna Technology Developments



• The working group recommended that the FCC institute policies that incentivize 
the use of new improved antenna systems.  The Commission seeks information on 
the technical characteristics of new system, particularly, but not exclusively, in the 
millimeter wave bands, such as: 
- Characterizing and analyzing potential interference.
o For example, for phased array and MIMO antennas, what assumptions are necessary unique to these 

antenna systems relative to the gain between in-band and out-of-band emissions? 
o How should antenna patterns and especially dynamic antenna patterns be taken into account in 

performing such analyses? 
o To what extent can the antenna patterns and gain be used to mitigate interference risks? 

- Trade-offs between performance improvements and interference risks with the increased 
flexibility of improved antenna systems.

- Proposed changes in FCC rules that affect advanced antenna systems.

Antenna Technology Developments 



 Massive MIMO, Distributed MIMO, Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) and other 
technologies promise improved performance.

 Trade-offs associated with the higher frequencies that result in smaller sizes and more 
complex antenna designs

 Use of disguised antennas to facilitate acceptance of dense deployments of small cell 
antennas

 Special challenges related to access to poles and street lights in municipalities.

Antenna System Technology Developments



• Advanced antenna systems:
- can precisely direct radiated energy to, and receive signals from, specific users. 

Co-channel sharing is thus possible
- may reduce co-channel interference through use of highly directional beams, 

limited dwell times at a single location, low antenna heights, and significant down 
tilt

- Sharing is enabled through the use of narrow or shaped dynamic antenna 
patterns. This may allow enhanced interference management between different 
services such as Fixed Service, Mobile Service and Satellite Service, and between 
federal and non-federal systems.

Antenna System Technology Developments



• Testing of Advanced Antenna Systems Must Be Different:
- Incorporation of RF electronics with each antenna element removes the testing 

ports for both.
- This type of dynamic antenna cannot be tested with conducted methods
- All testing must occur Over-the-Air.

• Total Radiated Power (TRP) is being recommended as the testing 
method.
- An anechoic chamber complicates such measurements.
- Instead, reverberation chambers are the most efficient way to perform TRP 

testing.

Antenna System Testing Developments



• In complex communications systems, dynamic antenna systems offer cost, performance and spectral 
efficiency benefits as compared to passive antennas.

• Emphasis in present deployment plans is on 5G and millimeter wave frequency bands

• Beamforming works best at millimeter wave frequencies; Spatial processing offers unique benefits at sub 6 
GHz bands. 

• It is not generally understood that 5G will deploy in lower frequency bands as well as in millimeter wave 
bands. Short term benefits of 5G for consumers are minimal.

• Consumers need lower cost and better coverage in contrast with high speed and low latency that are key 
5G benefits

• Conclusion: most consumer will not benefit from millimeter wave technology for some time and, in rural 
area and poor urban areas, perhaps never.

• Should the FCC consider using its influence to stimulate a better balance in adoption of advanced 
technology for existing consumer needs vs. future industrial opportunities. and to educate the public on 
realistic expectations for 5G?

Priorities of 5G Deployment



Myth Reality
Advanced Antenna Systems are more costly than 
traditional passive antennas

Increased capacity and performance more than compensate for increased costs in 
most cellular systems

Beam forming is lower cost than spatial processing In high multi-path environments, spatial processing offers higher capacity and 
more flexibility. At millimeter wave applications, beamforming is superior 

5G and millimeter wave applications are synonymous Millimeter wave application tends to be practical in densely populated areas and 
impractical in sparsely populated areas (where population includes “things”)

Antenna arrays are impractical at lower frequencies 
because they are too large

Arrays of as few as eight antenna elements can offer substantial improvements in 
capacity and performance. Because arrays in spatial processing systems do not 
need uniform spacing, eight element arrays on towers and building tops are 
practical

The ability to aim beams is the main advantage of AAS The ability to aim nulls can have even greater impact in multi-user environments

World leadership in deploying 5G technology is more 
important than evolving the entire cellular 
communications network

The benefits of cellular communications for consumers and industry in the fields 
of health care, education, and enhanced collaboration are only beginning to be 
exploited in our society. There should be a balance between the Internet of 
Things and the Internet of People

Myths about 5G and Advanced Antenna Systems (AAS)



• What remains to be seen:
- How tightly will millimeter wave beams be focused?
- Sidelobes still exist in all focused beams; how much can they be attenuated?
- How are spurious emissions propagated in an advanced antenna system?
- Explore creation of a glossary of Advance Antenna Systems terminology to enhance the 

continuing discussion of measurement and prioritization related to introduction of this 
technology.

Advanced Antenna Systems



• The work group recommended the Commission facilitate a multi-
stakeholder group to create guidelines/industry standards to improve 
the aesthetics of 5G/small cell deployments to improve public 
acceptance. 
- The FCC should work with private sector stakeholders to realize this 

important initiative.

Antenna Technology Developments



• The Work Group reviewed small cell ordinances from 40 states, cities and 
towns
- A lot of commonality
- Some stark differences
- Rural vs Urban

• Examples of objectionable installations are self-evident

Antenna Technology Developments



The Need for Some Intervention to Support the 5G Rollout

August 24, 2019



• An industry Best Practice for installing small cells may help to decrease 
local resistance to their installation.

• The FCC Broadband Deployment Advisory Committee (BDAC) has 
addressed interactions between the FCC and local and state governments, 
but not how to deal with appearance issues.

• The Antenna Technology Working Group has the necessary expertise to 
help form a Multi-Stakeholder group that will consider aesthetics, 
feasibility and the best antenna solutions.

• We are pursuing a similar Multi-Stakeholder arrangement to reach 
consensus on Small Cell Appearance Best Practices.
- The TAC has had previous success with Multi-Stakeholder groups with the 3.5 GHz 

band proceeding, culminating in the dynamic spectrum sharing with CBRS.

Small Cell Appearance



• Trepidation exists about the advent of 5G because communities have 
expressed fear that their landscape will appear like a forest of small 
cells.

• Sharing of small cells by multiple vendors can help to reduce the 
number of small cells that need to be built.

• Antenna canisters that support multiple antennas and frequencies will 
aid in sharing.

Small Cell Appearance



Compound Antennas Improve Cell Appearance



• Regulatory solutions are only partially effective.
- For example, the “shot clock” regulation can be circumvented by resistant localities 

requiring small changes to each re-application, resetting the shot-clock each time.
- Hidden costs can significantly exceed the regulatory prices, e.g. wooden pole 

replacement cost borne by the last service added.
- Some municipalities have ignored regulation without repercussion.

• If a group containing municipal representation agrees to a set of guidelines, 
individual municipalities may be more likely to accept them with minimum 
modification or delay.

• Technical representation in the group will help assure that guidelines are 
practical, buildable and affordable.

Advantage of Multi-Stakeholder Group



• The first task in developing a Multi-Stakeholder Group will be to find a 
neutral party that is willing to host the group.

• The Working Group proposes to prepare a public notice for release by the 
Commission to invite volunteers to participate in the Multi-Stakeholder 
Group.

• The advantage of this process is that decisions made by this group could be 
used to convince local zoning commissions to quickly accept plans that 
meet the best practices without long drawn out deliberations in every 
locality.

• A potential disadvantage of this process is that it may take longer than the 
current pace of industry buildout.

Cellular Base Station Appearance
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The Need for Multi-Stakeholder Group
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5G and the Internet of Things WG: 2019 Charter Questions

• How are low, mid, and high frequency 
bands being used in deployments, both 
in the U.S. and internationally?  

• What is the status of deployment of 
vertical support & services, i.e. energy, 
transportation, health care, etc.  

• What technical steps are being taken 
to ensure deployment of 5G services to 
rural areas, especially those related to 
low latency dependent applications?  

• How are 5G capacity, speed and 
latency projections playing out in 
general and by application and by 
geography?  

• Considering that a long roll-out is likely, 
what is the 5G evolutionary path and 
where will this lead us in terms of new 
functionality to meet the needs and 
desires of the citizens of the U.S.?  

• To what extent is 5G making a 
difference for IoT deployments. How 
will this evolve?  

• What is the status of satellite offerings 
of 5G service?  

• What new developments have arisen 
that the Commission should be aware 
of and/or address?  

3



Summer WG Activities 

• A number of SME speakers
• 5G Standards activities
• 5G/IoT implementations
• SWG: Spectrum topics: 

licensed, unlicensed, shared 
(CBRS) dedicated, and WW 
allocations

• SWG: Technology 
investigation related to5G 
Rural/underserved 

4

• Antenna –Public Notice 
formation of a multi-
stakeholder group 

• Slicing services: Vertical 
specific framework

• RF exposure overview
• 5G Security: 

Spoofing/jamming, IMSI 
catchers



Standards Update
• 3GPP

- Rel 16 status (in progress) - Complete March 2020 (ASN.1 in June)
- Rel 17 Final agreement on content & timeline December Plenary

5



6Non-standalone (NSA) Non-standalone (NSA)

5G NGC5G NGCEPC

Updates and 
fixes to Release 

15 in parallel 
with Release 16

Standalone (SA)



3GPP Release 16 Security Work (Not Comprehensive)
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Convergence
Mission Critical

SBA

Network Slicing

False Base Stations

Key Updates

Voice Continuity

Security Assurance

Cellular IoT



IMT-2020
• Resolution ITU-R 65 on the “Principles for the 

process for future development of IMT for 2020 
and beyond” outlines the essential criteria and 
principles used in the process of developing the 
Recommendations and Reports for IMT-2020

• Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 “IMT Vision –
Framework and overall objectives of the future 
development of IMT for 2020 and beyond”

• Report ITU-R M.2410 - describes key requirements 
related to the minimum technical performance of 
IMT-2020 candidate radio interface technologies

• Report ITU-R M.2411 - deals with on the 
requirements, evaluation criteria and submission 
templates for the development of 
Recommendations and Reports on IMT-2020, such 
as the detailed specifications of IMT 2020

• Report ITU-R M.2412 - provides guidelines for the 
procedure, the methodology and the criteria 
(technical, spectrum and service) to be used in 
evaluating the candidate IMT-2020 radio interface 
technologies (RITs) or Set of RITs (SRITs) for a 
number of test environments

8



ITU IMT-2020 Schedule
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Source: https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Pages/submission-eval.aspx



ITU IMT-2020 Submissions
• IMT.2020/3 - ‘3GPP’

- Two submissions: 3GPP 5G New Radio (NR) and a combination of NR+LTE+NBIoT
• IMT.2020/4 - ‘Korea’

- In accordance with the latest 3GPP NR Technical Specifications (compliant to 3GPP Release 15 onward)
• IMT.2020/5 - ‘China’ 

- 3GPP NR-based
- IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group - promote the research of 5G in China, contribute to 3GPP

• IMT.2020/6 - ‘ETSI & DECT Forum’
- Digital Enhanced Cordless Communications (DECT) 2020 & Ultra Low Energy (ULE)
- Target Verticals: Smart Home; Industry 4.0; Audio Industry; Healthcare
- openD Connect – GitHub, DECT and ULE for mission critical, robust, wireless applications

• IMT.2020/7 - ‘TSDSI’ (India)
- Low Mobility Large Cell (LMLC), particularly with emphasis on low-cost rural coverage of 5G wireless network 

services
- India believes that the process works well only for countries with strong industry presence in 3GPP, most developing 

countries have no way to influence the technology they consume
o Developing countries take 3GPP as the base specification,  provide enhancements and innovations to the base specifications, 

depending on local use cases, and believes it is possible to preserve interoperability/international roaming, while allowing for these 
regional enhancements

• IMT.2020/12 - 'Nufront’ (China)
- Enhanced Ultra High Throughput (EUHT) developed by NUFRONT  

10



O-RAN
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O-RAN Alliance  create open hardware 
specs with open source software running in 
the equipment
• Open interfaces enable smaller vendors 

and operators to quickly introduce their 
own services, or operators to customize 
the network 

• Open interfaces also enable multivendor 
deployments, enabling a more 
competitive supplier ecosystem. 

• Similarly, open source software and 
hardware reference designs which can 
enable faster innovation

Software Defined, AI enabled RAN Intelligent 
Controller 
5G RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC)



Speaker Representing Key Learnings

Michael Faerber  intel
• Actively working on TSN like capabilities via URLLC
• Use cases include IIoT, Transportation, critical 

infrastructure

Milo Medin
• Spectrum Choice (Sub-6 or mmWave) key to global lead
• China expected to lead with Sub-6 network & devices
• DoD Supports Sharing 

Dale Hatfield
• Presentation on 1st roundtable on potential 5G threats
• NR jamming and spoofing could be detrimental 
• Industry is actively working on mitigation solutions

Prajwol Kumar Nakarmi
• Creates Privacy protections on the uplink through a 

concealed long-term Subscription Concealed Identifier 
Investigation on resilience to spectrum vulnerabilities

Mike Nawrocki • Paper on Neutral Host: 5G network built by 3rd party
• SPs leverage the NH network to offer services
• Faster deployment, fewer antennas, mngt complications

David Case
• FCC is moving forward on NOI 13-84 for EMF limits 
• Standards developing test procedures for 5G RF
• IEEE and ICNIRP publishing revised RF exp. limits [9.19]

12



Speaker Representing Key Learnings

Michael Ha
• FCC is proactively working to expand 5G avail spectrum
• Shared spectrum is current USA model for private use
• Exploring low and mid band options, plus high-mmwave

Michele Zarri
• GSMA is creating a vertical set of common specifications 

for slicing services
• Provides a way to SP to SP exchange and collaboration

Greg McLaughlin

• The Incentive Auction economically repurposed 
broadcaster spectrum

• Long lead time resulted in missing peak demand point
• “Shadow Supply” of spectrum reduced demand/clearing

Steve Mellor • IIC is creating a framework of IIoT 5G blueprints
• Early days- 2020 output
• Will drive 5G IoT deployments and success

Kumar Navular
• Geographic information and services for 5G
• 3D high-resolution imaging for identity and classification 

of objects

13



Spectrum Policy Options [revisited]
1. Licensed Spectrum Strictly regulated approach. Clear separation of 

deployments, in space, time or frequency. Typically how national operators 
acquire access to spectrum

2. Unlicensed Spectrum all devices can access the spectrum. No control of the 
number of devices in a specific space, time or frequency domain. Typically how 
WiFi networks operate. Current US allocations of unlicensed spectrum are more 
than 500 MHz in low bands, 14 GHz in millimeter wave frequencies, and up to 
1.2 GHz if the 6 GHz allocation becomes policy

3. Locally Licensed/Shared Access (includes “Dedicated”) a regulatory framework 
that allow for several users in same band. Quality pending the national 
regulatory framework. E.g.: 3.55 – 3.7 GHz in US, 3.7-3.8 GHz in Sweden and 
Germany, 3.8 – 4.2 GHz in UK 



Wireless Operators Need a Mix of Spectrum for 5G
Low-, Mid-, and High-Band Spectrum Required for Full Benefits of 5G

• High-Band Spectrum (above 24 GHz) 
allows for significantly higher speeds, 
faster response times, and is well-
suited for small cells.  (mmWave)

• Mid-Band Spectrum (1 GHz to 6 GHz) 
will be the workhorse for 5G and is the 
essential bridge of coverage, breadth, 
and spectrum depth to keep pace with 
traffic growth.  

• Low-Band Spectrum (below 1 GHz) 
provides broad coverage, ensuring 
connectivity when deep inside 
buildings and allows for remote rural 
area service.

15
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mmWave vs Sub-6 5G Propagation “Splat” Charts
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mmWave Propagation Sub-6 Propagation

100 Mbps 1 Gbps Source: Defense Information Board 5G Study

Modeled at same pole height in a relatively flat part of Los Angeles 



Current Spectrum Allocations

• The U.S. has not required its licensees to deploy particular technology—only placed 
technical requirements to protect against interference
- Any spectrum bands available for commercial mobile services today would be 

permitted to deploy 5G—but the low- and mid-bands are heavily encumbered with 
existing LTE usage (heavy use LTE bands in bold)

Low-Band Spectrum Mid-Band Spectrum High-Band Spectrum
• 600 MHz (617-652/663-698 

MHz)
• 700 MHz (698-805 MHz)
• 800 MHz Band (817-849/862-

894 MHz)

• PCS (1850-1990 MHz)
• AWS-1 and AWS-3 (1695-

1780/2110-2180 MHz)
• WCS (2305-2320/2345-2360 MHz)
• AWS-4 (2000-2020/2180-2200 MHz)
• BRS (2496-2690 MHz)
• CBRS (3550-3700 MHz) 

(auction June 2020)

• 24 GHz (24.25-24.45/24.75-
25.25 GHz) (auctioned May ‘19)

• 28 GHz (27.5-28.35 GHz) 
(auctioned Jan ‘19)

• 37 GHz (37.6-40 GHz) (auction 
Dec 2019)

• 47 GHz (47.2-48.2 GHz) (auction 
Dec 2019)

Source: DLA Piper Global Law Firm 



Proposed Spectrum Allocations

• The FCC is considering a number of additional bands for 
potential commercial mobile use—but only in the mid- and 
high-bands.

18

Low-Band Spectrum Mid-Band Spectrum High-Band Spectrum

• None • C-Band (3700-4200 MHz)
• 6 GHz (5925-7125 MHz)

•26 GHz (25.25-27.5 GHz)
•32 GHz (31.8-33.4 GHz)
•42 GHz (42-42.5 GHz)
•50 GHz (50.2-52.6 GHz)

Source: DLA Piper Global Law Firm 



Additional Spectrum for Consideration

• In addition to the spectrum already allocated and under 
consideration, there are other bands that could/should be 
considered for potential repurposing for 5G.

Low-Band Spectrum Mid-Band Spectrum High-Band Spectrum

• 1300-1390 MHz:  There is 
an ongoing FAA study to 
determine if 30 to 50 
megahertz of this band 
could be repurposed.

• 1780-1830 MHz:  Adjacent 
to existing AWS allocations; 
used for commercial mobile 
services globally.

• 3450-3550 MHz:  NTIA must 
issue report about use of 
this band by March 2020 & 
its ability to be used for 5G.

•42.5-43.5 GHz: 
Internationally used for 5G; 
could be added to existing 
42-42.5 GHz band.

Source: DLA Piper Global Law Firm 



5G Spectrum Debate: more licensed/more unlicensed

• The licensed model only carries so far with all use cases
- Service providers motivated on ROI and create products that maximize the 

revenue potential for spectrum
- What is the role of network slicing in being able to dedicate resources to critical 

societal needs?
• How many use cases are there that need their own spectrum and can fill 

that allocation with traffic?
- Will this dedicated or shared licensing lead to more innovation?

• Public safety and QoS sensitive applications; transportation, industrial 
automation , rural broadband are areas where adequate support  is lacking
- Is Spectrum sharing the proper approach?
- Or, is the solution providing dedicated spectrum for certain verticals?

The Conundrum: with limited spectrum how to meet all these needs



Speaker Representing Key Learnings

Craig Cowden • Mid-band useful for FWA ext. from existing network
• FWA using mid-band provides BB speeds in rural areas
• mmWave presents challenges for rural last mile 

Madeleine Noland
• Efficient 1-to-many, nationwide W-data downlink system
• Can preserve 5G bandwidth (offload 1 to many traffic)
• Can be part of rural solution (Broadcast 98% of U.S. HH)

Jerry Kadavy
• Need smaller auction chunks: by county if possible.
• FTTP roll-out will strain finances: may pursue FWA (5G)
• Industry will need 5G roaming agreements 

Marc Hoit
• Leverage Public University locations for HS BB roll-out
• Requires Public/Private collaboration to solicit partners
• Involve municipalities and counties to maximize assets

Alex Phillips
• Strongly Advocate for Spectrum Sharing e.g. CBRS
• Advocate that abandoned EBS go to Commercial FWA
• Fast & fair access to infrastructure for BB deployments

Pete DeNagy
• IoT uses many bands &technologies to meet goals 
• FCC to license smaller blocks/ allow unused band reuse 
• 5G will be used in rural areas to improve Ag’s economics

Matt Larsen
• Coverage is Priority, more than Speed (4G Rolling out)
• 5G brings minimal capacity/latency improvements
• IoT apps in Rural BB are low BW (900mhz, kb, not mb) 21



Commission Actions Relating to: 

• High-Band
- Completed 1,550 MHz in 28 &24 GHz
- 12-10-19 - Auction 103; 3400MHz in 

37, 39 & 47 bands
• Mid-Band

- New rules for 2.5 GHz, 2020 auction 
of unused portions of the band

- 2020 auction of 70MHz of 3.5GHz
- 3.7 to 4.2 GHz (C-Band)
- 6.0 GHz NPRM 

• Low-Band
- Repurposing spectrum for mobile 

broadband in the 600 MHz band
o Previously awarded

• 2018 reverse auction connecting 713K 
homes - $1.5B

• $4.9B awarded to serve 455K homes & 
Businesses in 2019

• Rural Digital Opportunity Fund
- $20.4B over 10 years

• Broadband Mapping Improvements
- Digital Opportunity Data Collection

• Connected Care Pilot Program
- $100M over 3 Years

• Precision Ag Advisory Council
• USDA RUS funding: 2018 $600M, 2019 

$550M

22
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Comparing Deployment Requirements
Economic &Technical Fit will Likely Impact Rural Deployment

23URBAN SUBURBAN RURAL

Density
Coverage

Speed
Reliability

Density
Coverage

Speed
Reliability

Speed
Reliability

5G Doesn’t Solve:
- Coverage
- Spectrum Needs
- Backhaul Costs
- Interconnect Costs
- Antenna Costs



Millimeter Wave in Rural Areas

• Multipoint Millimeter Wave systems 
have very short ranges and are not 
useful outside of urban areas

• Point-to-Point mmWave systems are 
useful for extending high capacity 
connectivity for short distances of up 
to 1 mile

• Lack of propagation also means little 
chance of interference and a high 
degree of channel reuse

• Almost no demand for licensed 
spectrum in mmWave

• Several well-developed mmWave
platforms using unlicensed spectrum 
available

Source: Matt Larsen, Vistabeam Internet



Summary
• Spectrum availability and management is critical to success 

- Low, mid and high bands have a varied set of parameters and capabilities
- What is the best path to maximize utilization, and economic success?
- Spectrum sharing and dedicated use have significant opportunity 
- Lack of sub6 GHz spectrum for 5G

• Standards are on track 3GPP R16 & R17 focus on services and verticals
• Six ITU IMT-2020 radio interface technology submissions have been made

- Ensure that IMT remains a unified, global technology with strong industry and gov. support
- Wireless industry and user community will benefit from a single global standard; 

fragmentation of the standard reduces the benefits of a global ecosystem and diminishes 
the ITU IMT-2020 vision

• IoT: smart factories to connected transportation will lead deployment models
• Rural is still a challenge in terms of 5G deployments- no single magic bullet
• 5G security is improving however is not yet proven

- issues need attention: spoofing, jamming, privacy, data security and IoT

• Opportunities related to O-RAN can push innovation and agile deployments
25



Rural recommendation areas under consideration
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Licensed Spectrum
• Actively drive more spectrum sharing

- Supported by DoD study
- Rules by region, by time

• Consider optimal license sizes and 
terms to promote rural deployment

Neutral Host
• Locally built network
• Dumb network, other SP’s utilize by 

attracting customers 
• Enables service deployment with 

minimal up-front network cost

Unlicensed Spectrum
• Consider increasing the power output 

within the 3.5 GHz band, whitespace
and unlicensed bands to increase 
reach

Commission oversight
• Use funding to encourage high 

performance networks i.e., 5G
- Enforcement of deployment 

milestones and performance 
commitments



Overall recommendation areas under consideration
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Removal of Barriers
• FCC program focused on consumer 

education, acceptance
- Deployment issues, RF concerns

Security
• Radio spoofing and jamming is a real 

issue; FCC endorse industry solutions
• Coordination with CSRIC efforts

Spectrum
• Shared spectrum opportunities

• Ex. CBRS launching

• Additional Low/Mid band spectrum
• Dedicated/Locally licensed needs 
• Additional, potential repurposing

IoT
• Leading IoT focus: industrial, medical, 

transportation
• Spectrum implications: dedicated 

needs to compete with WW networks
• FCC role in expanding IoT deployment



THANK YOU!
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